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2 Mark Cassell, Taking !em for a Ride: An Assessment of the Privatization of School Transportation in Ohio’s Public School Districts 
Department of Political Science, Kent State University. Available online at http://www.afscme.org/news/publications/privatization/taking-
them-for-a-ride-an-assessment-of-the-privatization-of-school-transportation-in-ohios-public-school-districts.
3 Gordon Lafer and Bob Bussel, All Costs Considered: A NEW Analysis on the Contracting Out of School Support Services in Oregon, Labor 
Education and Research Center, University of Oregon, February 2008. Available online at http://pages.uoregon.edu/lerc/public/pdfs/
costsconsidered.pdf 
4 William F. Hughes, Jr., Bruce P. Merenstein and Gerard L. Brandon, Study of the Pupil Transportation Subsidy, Pennsylvania State 
Education Association, Meeting of Task Force On State Board of Education Chapter 23 (Pupil Transportation) Regulations, Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania, January 1988. 
5 Pennsylvania Association of School Business Officials, Student Transportation Benchmarking Survey, May 2008. 
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6 "e Pennsylvania Department of Education, in its transportation services data, defines contracted carriers as private and or public entities 
that contract with a school district to transport students from home and school to school school (and back). In our data set, Center Area 
(Administrative Unit 127041903) and Monaca (Administrative Unit 127045453) are treated as one school district, Central Valley (Adminis-
trative Unit 127042003).  
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Table  2.  
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Figure 1. Between 1986 and 2008 Districts That Relied the Most on

Private Contractors Also Spent the Most Per Student for Student

Transportation Services

69 to 100%

32% to 68%

0% to 31%

7 "e precise inflation index used is the Consumer Price Index – Research Series. All dollar figures in this paper are in 2008 dollars. 
8 In Appendix B we explore the impact of substituting students transported for school enrollment in our model. 
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9  Appendix C presents the results of adding an additional proxy for special education transportation costs: special education enrollment. 
Adding this variable does not materially alter our findings. 
10   "e primary use of the aid ratio is to determine the generosity of the state basic education subsidy to each school district. "e official 
definition of the overall aid ratio (or AR) is (0.6 * MV AR)+( 0.4 * PI AR) where Market Value (MV) refers to the market value of property 
in the school district and PI refers to the personal income in the district. For those who want the details, MV AR equals 1- 0.5*(School 
District Market Value / SD WADM) / (State Total Market Value / State Total WADM), where WADM is the Weighted Average Daily 
Membership (WADM) (loosely, the pupil enrollment) of the district. PI AR is defined as 1-0.5*(School District Personal Income / SD 
WADM) / (State Total Personal Income / State Total WADM). For a district right at the state average for property wealth and personal 
income per capita, the AR equals 0.5. For a district with no income or property wealth, the AR would be one. For affluent districts with more 
than twice the average property wealth and personal income per capita, the AR from the formula above can be less than zero; however, the 
state sets equal to zero all ARs of zero or less. 
11 We define four indicator (0 or 1) variables according to whether school fall into the bottom, 2nd, 3rd or 4th quartile.  "e omitted 
category includes school districts in the 4th quartile of the aid ratio which would equate to the poorest school districts in the state. 
12 Increasing the share of pupil transportation spending devoted to contracted carriers by 10 percentage points raises total spending by 
2.03% all else held constant. 
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13  Increasing the total share of pupil transportation spending devoted to contracted carriers by 10 percentage points lowers by a little less 
than 1% (.92%) the school districts own spending on pupil transportation. 
14 Increasing the share of pupil transportation spending devoted to contracted carriers by 10 percentage points raises state spending by 
4.03% all else held constant. 
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Table  3.

15  "e prediction assumes the school district is in the 3rd quartile of the aid ratio. 
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Table  4.
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16 "e upper and lower bound of a 95% confidence interval yield estimated cost increase of between $139,640 and $314,341. 
17 "e upper and lower bound of a 95% confidence interval yield estimated costs increase for the state of between $177,509 and $290,882.
18 "e next section of the paper which examines the change in total spending in 29 districts that moved from largely self-providing services 
to contracting out finds no evidence that school district costs went down as a result of privatization in those 29 districts.  
See also Appendix E. 
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19 Mary Klaus, “Bus Outsourcing, Hiring From 2009 Haunt Central Dauphin School Board”, !e Patriot-News, August 22, 2011: available 
online at http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2011/08/bus_outsourcing_hiring_from_20.html 
20 Regression analysis reviewed in Appendix E indicates that controlling for enrollment, fuel costs and other factors, total spending was 13% 
higher in these 29 districts a&er privatization.  
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Table  5.

Table  6.
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Table  7.  

Total                               $2,226,264             6%                     $10,369,785           26%
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21  Joint State Government Commission, High-Performing and Low-Spending School Districts: Best Practices and Other Factors, Harrisburg, 
PA, December 2010 
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22 Our definition of urban and rural is based upon a classification developed by the Center for Rural Pennsylvania (CRP).  According to 
CRP a school district is rural when the number of persons per square mile within a school district is less than 284. 
http://www.rural.palegislature.us/rural_urban.html 
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Table  B1.
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23  Tim Ammon of Management Services Partnership, Inc. http://www.managementpartnershipservices.com/staff.asp
24  Pennsylvania Association of School Business Officials, Student Transportation Benchmarking Survey, May 2008. Page 16. 
25  It is not possible in our data to determine whether districts are indeed using contracted carriers primarily to transport special education 
students.  
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Table  C1.  
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Table  D1.  

26 Districts that use no contracted carriers are the reference group in Column 2 of Table D2 and thus the coefficients on All Contractor 
Buses and Mix of District and Contracted Buses should be interpreted as the level of expenditure relative to districts that do not use 
contracted carriers.  In other words if the coefficient on All Contractor Buses is positive it means that contracted carriers raise the level 
of expenditures relative to districts that do not use contracted carriers.  Similarly a positive coefficient on Mix of District and Contracted 
Buses means that districts that use a mix of contracted carriers and their own buses have higher expenditures than districts that do not use 
contracted carriers. 
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Table  D2.  
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Table  D3.
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Table  D4.
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Table  E1
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Table  E2
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